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Abstract: The present study aims to analyze the arrangement and implementation of the agreement of water pipeline installation between Tirta Kamuning Regional Water Company and CV. Tenjo Laut. This descriptive-analytical study applied an empirical juridical approach. The results showed that the agreement of water pipeline installation between Tirta Kamuning Regional Water Company and CV. Tenjo Laut was based on the legislations, especially Article 64 of Law No. 13 of 2003, Article 65 Paragraph 3 of Law No. 13 of 2003, Presidential Regulation No. 70 of 2012, Article 1320 of the Civil Code, and Article 1338 of the Civil Code. Thus, in general, the implementation of the agreement of water pipeline installation between Tirta Kamuning Regional Water Company and CV. Tenjo Laut is in accordance with the legislations.
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INTRODUCTION

Regional Water Company is a regional-owned enterprise (BUMD) engaged in the field of public services which functions as a provider of clean water and is responsible for fulfilling clean water supply for all residents in the regions. Regional Water Company as a provider of clean water is regulated in Government Regulation No. 122 of 2015 concerning Water Supply System (SPAM) which states that SPAM development can be carried out by BUMN or BUMD. Actually, Government Regulation No. 122 of 2015 mentions several clean water providers, namely: State-Owned Enterprises (BUMN), Regional-Owned Enterprises (BUMD), Cooperatives, Private-Owned Enterprises, and community. However, water resources management must pay attention to general principles of good governance so that the management can be carried out professionally.¹

The participation of cooperatives, private-owned enterprises, and/or community can only be done if BUMN/BUMD cannot increase the quantity and quality of water supply services in its service area.

In this case, the government or regional government can build infrastructure and facilities to provide clean water with a note that after the construction, its operation will be run by BUMN or BUMD. This is in accordance with Government Regulation No. 122 of 2015 concerning Water Supply System (SPAM). Basically, the government, in accordance with its obligations, has provided public services to the community. Yet, the government needs to ensure that the community can use the facilities at a low cost as there are still many people who complain about these public services. In public services, there is a distinction between profit and non-profit sectors which is based on the mission carried out by these public service agencies/institutions. Regional Water Company is a public service institution that is classified as a profit sector. This type of state-owned enterprises can benefit the community as they are profit-oriented, but their objective is still directed at an effort to realize community prosperity. It is in accordance with the mandate of Article 33 Paragraph (3) of the Law of the Republic of Indonesia.

One of the OPD, the Kuningan District Regional Water Company, was given the authority to provide water services for public use. However, the installation of water pipeline often interferes with road users. The damage of the sidewalk due to the work of excavating the pipeline has made the Kuningan District Public Works and Public Housing Department a party that often becomes the scapegoat in the media. As reported in an online media that the broken pipeline of Regional Water Company causes the Kadugede Road collapsed. Approximately 50 meters of the highway connecting Kuningan - Cikijing had cracked due to water from the main pipeline of the Regional Water Company of Darma Reservoir experiencing a leak. Hence, the Kuningan District Water Company expressed its apology because the incident has caused water supply to Kadugede, Kuningan, Luragung and Garawangi areas as well as the traffic flow were disrupted. This issue was completely resolved at 4.00 a.m.

Regulation of the Minister of Public Works and Public Housing of the Republic of Indonesia No. 25/PRT/M/2016 concerning the Implementation of Water Supply System to Fulfill Their Own Needs by Business Entities describes that the implementation of Water Supply System (SPAM) by Business Entity includes the principle of SPAM implementation, type of Business Entities, and scope of services. The principle of SPAM implementation by a Business Entity is to fulfill its own needs, namely fulfilling the daily basic water needs, sustainable development, and good governance. Any Business Entity is guided by the principle of SPAM implementation in carrying out SPAM implementation. Meanwhile, the scope of services includes the determination of service area, service coverage, and service form. In this regards, Tirta Kamuning Regional Water Company has signed an agreement to install water pipeline with CV. Tenjo Laut. This partnership aims to provide consumers protection in which business entity will be responsible for providing compensation to consumers consuming polluted clean water.

To find out whether an agreement is valid or invalid, the agreement must be tested through several conditions. There are at least 4 conditions to measure the validity of an agreement as stipulated in Article 1320 of the Civil Code, namely: consent between those who bind themselves, capacity of the respective parties to conclude an obligation, a certain subject matter, and a permitted cause. First, in order to make the agreement is considered valid by law, both parties must have consent to be bound by the agreement. Second, the terms capacity of the respective parties to
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The arrangement of the agreement of water pipeline installation between Tirta Kamuning Regional Water Company and CV. Tenjo Laut

The agreement of water pipeline installation between Tirta Kamuning Regional Water Company and CV. Tenjo Laut is based on the following legislations: Article 1 No. 14 of Law No. 13 of 2003 concerning Manpower states that a work agreement is an agreement made between a worker/laborer and an entrepreneur or an employer that specifies work requirements, rights, and obligations of both sides. Then, Article 1 No. 15 of Law No. 13 of 2003 concerning Manpower states that an employment relation or relationship is a relationship between an entrepreneur and a worker/labourer based on a work/employment agreement which deals with aspects relating to the job that the worker has to do, the worker’s wage, and orders and instructions that the worker has to carry out. Based on these provisions, it can be concluded that a work agreement is the one causing an employment relationship to have elements of jobs, wages and orders. Thus, the agreement of water pipeline installation between Tirta Kamuning Regional Water Company and CV. Tenjo Laut must contain elements of jobs, wages and orders.

In Law concerning manpower in Indonesia, the employment contract is regulated in Article 64 and Article 65 of Law No. 13 of 2003. Article 64 of the Manpower Law notes an enterprise may handover part of its work to another enterprise under a written agreement of contract of work or a written agreement for the provision of labour. Further, Article 65 Paragraph (3) of Law No. 13 of 2003 concerning Manpower states that the other enterprise as referred to under subsection (1) must be a legal entity. Thus, the enterprise accepting the job as regulated in the Manpower Law must be a legal entity. In this case, the second party receiving the work tender had passed the feasibility test in the administration sector, because before announcing the tender winner, each company was first selected by the Regional Water Company. Therefore, Tirta Kamuning Regional Water Company has made an agreement to install a water pipeline with CV. Tenjo Laut through Agreement Package 14 on Procurement Work, Installation of Distribution Pipeline, Reticulation and Accessories of Cikeusik Village, Cidahu Subdistrict No. 602.1/27/PPK-PDAC/IX/2012.

---

Presidential Regulation No. 70 of 2012 concerning Second Amendment to Presidential Regulation No. 54 of 2010 concerning Procurement of Government Goods/Services states that every project carried out by the central government or regional government must involve a second party. Accordingly, the project of water pipeline installation organized by Tirta Kamuning Regional Water Company must involve a second party, such as CV. Tenjo Laut, in which this partnership is written in a work agreement. According to Article 1313 of the Civil Code, an agreement (a contract) is an act by which one or more persons bind themselves towards two or more other persons, with the intention to create obligations. Thus, the agreement is only binding on those who make the agreement. Further, according to Article 1320 of the Civil Code, the conditions for a valid agreement are consent between those who bind themselves, capacity of the respective parties to conclude an obligation, a certain subject matter, and a permitted cause. In brief, the conditions for a valid agreement include four things, namely consent, capacity, a certain subject matter, and a permitted cause. Thus, the agreement of water pipeline installation between Tirta Kamuning Regional Water Company and CV. Tenjo Laut must fulfill four legal conditions of a valid agreement, namely consent, capacity, a certain subject matter, and a permitted cause.

Further, Article 1338 of the Civil Code states all agreements that are legally based will act as Law to those parties who made them. Thus, the agreement cannot be withdrawn other than by an agreement of the two parties or for reasons determined by law. The agreement was carried out in good faith. Accordingly, the agreement made between Tirta Kamuning Regional Water Company and CV. Tenjo Laut acts as law for the respective parties. Based on the interview conducted with Tirta Kamuning Regional Water Company, it was found that the arrangement of the agreement of water pipeline installation between Tirta Kamuning Regional Water Company and CV. Tenjo Laut is based on the applicable legislations and is based on the Kuningan District Public Works and Public Housing Department.\(^7\)

2. The Implementation of the Agreement of Water Pipeline Installation between Tirta Kamuning Regional Water Company and CV. Tenjo Laut

The implementation of the agreement for water pipeline installation between Tirta Kamuning Regional Water Company and CV. Tenjo Laut is associated with legislation regarding manpower in Indonesia, especially in Article 64 and Article 65 of Law No. 13 of 2003. Article 64 of the Manpower Law notes an enterprise may handover part of its work to another enterprise under a written agreement of contract of work or a written agreement for the provision of labour. In this case, Tirta Kamuning Regional Water Company has made an agreement to install a water pipeline with CV. Tenjo Laut through Agreement Package 14 on Procurement Work, Installation of Distribution Pipeline, Reticulation and Accessories of Cikeusik Village, Cidahu Subdistrict No. 602.1/27/PPK-PDAM/XI/2012. Further, Article 65 Paragraph (3) of Law No. 13 of 2003 concerning Manpower states that the other enterprise as referred to under subsection (1) must be a legal entity. Accordingly, an agreement was made for the installation of water pipelines between Tirta Kamuning Regional Water Company and a legal entity, namely CV. Tenjo Laut.

Presidential Regulation No. 70 of 2012 concerning Second Amendment to Presidential Regulation No. 54 of 2010 concerning Procurement of Government Goods/Services states that every project carried out by the central government or regional government must involve a second party. Hence, the implementation of the agreement of water pipeline installation between Tirta Kamuning Regional Water Company and CV. Tenjo Laut is in accordance with Presidential Regulation No. 70 of 2012. The project of water pipeline installation organized by Tirta Kamuning Regional Water
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Company has involved a second party, namely CV. Tenjo Laut in which the partnership is written in a work agreement. A work agreement is a business activity carried out by an enterprise through fair competition by applying the principles of Good Corporate Governance and the applicable business ethics. According to Article 1320 of the Civil Code, the conditions for a valid agreement are consent between those who bind themselves, capacity of the respective parties to conclude an obligation, a certain subject matter, and a permitted cause. In brief, the conditions for a valid agreement include four things, namely consent, capacity, a certain subject matter, and a permitted cause. Referring to the conditions of a valid agreement, the agreement between Tirta Kamuning Regional Water Company and CV. Tenjo Laut can be explained as follows:

a. Consent means that there is an agreement from both parties, namely Tirta Kamuning Regional Water Company and CV. Tenjo Laut, to make a work agreement for the installation of water pipeline.

b. Capacity is the ability to perform a legal act in which both parties are enterprises having the authority to make agreements in accordance with the provisions of the Civil Code.

c. A certain subject matter is mentioned in the agreement concerning the type of work which is the installation of water pipeline with the existence of a Package 14 on Procurement Work, Installation of Distribution Pipeline, Reticulation and Accessories of Cikeusik Village, Cidahu Subdistrict No. 602.1/27/PPK-PDAM/XI/2012. Procurement is the supply of water pipelines; installation of distribution pipeline is the installation of pipeline in water distribution line; reticulation is pipeline used to distribute clean water from reservoirs to customers with sizes smaller than 50 mm; and accessories are accessories for water pipeline connections.

d. A permitted cause means that the agreement must not be in conflict with public interest. The agreement between Tirta Kamuning Regional Water Company and CV. Tenjo Laut is stated in an Agreement No. 602.1/27/PPK-PDAM/XI/2012 concerning Procurement Work, Installation of Distribution Pipeline, Reticulation and Accessories of Cikeusik Village, Cidahu Subdistrict. The agreement was made as an effort to increase the capacity of Regional Water Company in fulfilling water needs for customers as well as Kuningan District community. Thus, as this agreement provides benefits for the community and the Regional Government, it can be concluded that this agreement meets the fourth conditions stated in Article 1320 of the Civil Code.

According to Article 1338 of the Civil Code, all agreements that are legally based will act as Law to those parties who made them. Thus, the agreement cannot be withdrawn other than by an agreement of the two parties or for reasons determined by law. The agreement was carried out in good faith. Accordingly, the agreement made between Tirta Kamuning Regional Water Company and CV. Tenjo Laut acts as law for the respective parties. Based on the interview conducted with Tirta Kamuning Regional Water Company, Mr. Yogi Hilmawan, S.T., as a Subdivision Functional of Management Development and SIM, it was found that there is a problem in the implementation of the agreement of water pipeline installation between Tirta Kamuning Regional Water Company and CV. Tenjo Laut in which the specifications of the goods are not in accordance with the agreement so
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that it does not protect the image of Tirta Kamuning Regional Water Company. Therefore, more adequate supervision is needed for the implementation of the installation work.

Friedman’s legal system theory states that law must be seen as a system. Every legal system always contains three components, namely components of legal structure, legal substance, and legal culture. A legal system in actual operation is a complex organism in which structure, substance, and culture interact. In relation to this theory, the components of the legal system relating to the implementation of the agreement of water pipeline installation between Tirta Kamuning Regional Water Company and CV. Tenjo Laut are: 1) Tirta Kamuning Regional Water Company as legal structure, 2) the Package 14 on Procurement Work, Installation of Distribution Pipeline, Reticulation and Accessories of Cikeusik Village, Cidahu Subdistrict No. 602.1/27/PPK-PDAM/XI/2012 as legal substance, and 3) internal and external factors affecting both parties, Tirta Kamuning Regional Water Company and CV. Tenjo Laut, as legal culture.

CONCLUSION

The arrangement of the agreement of water pipeline installation between Tirta Kamuning Regional Water Company and CV. Tenjo Laut is based on several legislations, namely Article 64 of Law No. 13 of 2003 concerning Manpower stating that an enterprise may handover part of its work to another enterprise under a written agreement of contract of work or a written agreement for the provision of labour; Article 65 Paragraph (3) of Law No. 13 of 2003 concerning Manpower stating that the other enterprise receiving the job must be a legal entity; Presidential Regulation No. 70 of 2012 concerning Second Amendment to Presidential Regulation No. 54 of 2010 concerning Procurement of Government Goods/Services stating that every project carried out by the central government or regional government must involve a second party; Article 1320 of the Civil Code stating that the conditions for a valid agreement are consent between those who bind themselves, capacity of the respective parties to conclude an obligation, a certain subject matter, and a permitted cause; and Article 1338 of the Civil Code stating that all agreements that are legally based will act as Law to those parties who made them.

In general, the implementation of the agreement of water pipeline installation between Tirta Kamuning Regional Water Company and CV. Tenjo Laut is in accordance with the provisions of the legislations, namely Article 64 of Law No. 13 of 2003, Article 65 Paragraph 3 of Law No. 13 of 2003, Presidential Regulation No. 70 of 2012, Article 1320 of the Civil Code, and Article 1338 of the Civil Code. The signing of the agreement indicates that both parties have agreed to collaboratively do the job because CV. Tenjo Laut is a legal entity so it can be said that CV. Tenjo Laut is capable to make an agreement. In the agreement, it is clear that there are a certain subject matter and a permitted cause. Thus, the agreement made by Tirta Kamuning Regional Water Company and CV. Tenjo Laut acts as law for both parties.

SUGGESTION

Tirta Kamuning Regional Water Company needs to carry out regular monitoring so that its obligation to provide the best service to the community can be achieved. The agreement between Tirta Kamuning Regional Water Company and CV. Tenjo Laut, although civil in nature, involves public interests. Therefore, Tirta Kamuning Regional Water Company must be careful in choosing partner to make a work agreement with. In addition, Tirta Kamuning Regional Water Company is expected to provide a complaints section to accommodate public complaints regarding water pipeline

10 Interview with Yogi Hilmawan, S.T, Fungsional Subdivisi Pengembangan Manajemen dan SIM PERUSAHAAN DAERAH AIR MINUM Tirta Kamuning, Tanggal 08 Juli 2019.
problems. Further, Tirta Kamuning Regional Water Company needs to replace old water pipeline or damaged production facilities because water quality must be prioritized. If there is a cessation/problem of water flow, Tirta Kamuning Regional Water Company should notify the cause to the customer directly, not only via radio, so that the customer can understand the problem being faced and do not give a bad rating on the performance of Regional Water Company.
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